
{p4} Modular Madness  
Process Critique:______________________
Final Critique:_________________________

Challenge:
Construct an ambitious, rhythmic, non-representational, three-dimensional structure 
from an accumulation of the same type of objects that physically has little intrinsic 
value. The final form should respond to the formal, functions, symbolic and/or 
cultural associations as well as respond to the SPACE in which the form is installed. 
The finished structure may visually overwhelm and infect the WASH building 
architecture, but must take up an equal amount of volume as you do.
	
Elevator Pitch:
After harvesting and researching your found object and solidifying your overall plan, 
you will thoughtfully research installation options. It is crucial that you come up with 
3-5 location possibilities. Bathrooms and kitchen space is OFF limits for installs. I will 
be meeting with you individually to learn about your plan. Please be prepared with a 
DETAILED sketched proposal, having measured locations and researched all aspects 
of the locations you desire. Once a location has been awarded, a MM reservation tag  
will be placed on the sight. You cannot install or claim spots without permission.
Elevator Pitch: MW-________________________ TR-____________________________.
 
Found Object:
Objects used as components of art that retain some or all of their original form or use 
from another context. A found object can be ANYTHING! Use something that you 
can get cheaply, and that your can get a LOT of, quickly. Consider how all objects 
carry a story and history. Harvest and get the entire WASH community involved in 
your hoarding/saving/gathering. Think of objects that are free, or very cheap, since 
you will need a maddening amount. At least 200, however you should aim MUCH 
higher {think 500+}. NO FOOD objects and when building, please make sure that NO 
SUBSTRUCTURES are visible. No painting/altering the surface of your found 
objects. Allow the object to be transformed by how you arrange, order, and install 
the work. Overwhelm us with the repetition of your object!

Non-Representational:
Your piece should not be a literal depiction, model or illustration of a representational 
form. Think deeply by allowing the viewing to complete the visual story. Allow 
opportunities for the viewer to discover metaphorical, symbolic or alternate 
meanings by letting the accumulation of your found object to overwhelm the viewer.

Rhythmic:
Being made from repeating modules, your piece will inevitably create patterns and 
rhythms. The individual elements of your piece will be less important than the way 
they are all put together. Like rhythm in music, it can be fast, slow, simple or 
complex, broken or smooth. Let the materials speak for themselves. In addition to 
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Artists to Research: 
Tara Donovan, Doris Salcedo
Richard Long, Rebecca Ward
Andy Goldsworthy, The Art Guys
Dan Steinhilber, Carl Andre
Sol Lewitt, Patrick Doughherty. 
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the formal elements of the objects, allow their history and function to influence the 
direction you take.

Three-dimensional Installation:
Your work may NOT be a flat image or collage, although it may be attached to the 
wall or ceiling. Consider responding to the architecture of the WASH building and 
using the repetition of found objects to create a volumetric structure.

Site Specific yet Modular:
By responding to the physical space/architecture, either in subtle ways or dramatic 
ways, you will create your 3d form to react/respond/restate the WASH building 
{inside or outside of WASH}. Consider how your form could challenge/change how 
we move in the space or even how we understand/experience the space. 
Location and interaction with one or more of the following: 
Wall; floor; ceiling; beam; stairs; railing; fans; doors/windows; hanging plugs; 
moveable walls; corners; utility sinks; water fountains; lockers; cage; grass; upstairs;  
downstairs. Lightening could play an important role. Consider HOW and WHY your 
form needs to be viewed that way in which your are installing it in the space. Work 
will need to be somewhat portable to keep space available for both WASH sections. 
Plan to build your site specific form in modules.

Human Scale:
Your work installation should be as large or larger than yourself. It does not have to 
weigh more than you, it just needs to take up as much space or more space than 
your body. Make smart, purposeful choices when building your modular form. 

Objectives:
:: Observe and analyze characteristics and functionality of your found object through 
careful research {document in VJ + DJ}.
:: Examine and respond to relationship of objects’s intrinsic meaning, formal 
characteristics and symbolic associations {document in VJ + DJ}.
:: Create an ambitious three-dimensional site specific solution, responding to the 
space/architecture of the WASH building {inside or outside}
:: Create a form that is non-representational, rhythmic and uses found objects in an 
interesting and innovative manner-beyond what is expected.
:: Explore binding agents, substructures and modular building techniques in order to 
create a high quality structure.
:: Clearly communicate your formal and conceptual goals for this modular structure 
both in the elevator pitch and the group critique.  

Harvest + Research + Plan + Play {in preparation of your Elevator Pitch}

Harvest {get started NOW}
:: select found object. Photograph/document/gather.
:: Email WASH professor for object approval. Object approval due date:___________.
:: Found object accumulation totally DONE on:____________________.
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Research Object + Attachment ideas: 
:: Observe and draw your found object collection from various angles
:: Examine the history, purpose, function, cultural associations, symbolic 
associations, object/work usage in poetry and music.
:: Become an expert in your object. Record all findings in VJ.
:: Research methods of attachment, glues, attachment methods. The binding and 
attachment can make or break your overall installation, so choose carefully. 
characteristics and functionality of your found object through careful research 
{document in VJ + DJ}.
:: Research artists that have used this found object {or something similar} to create 
artwork. Again, it is your responsibility to learn as much as you can about this object 
and its visual history.

Research Space/Architecture in WASH: 
:: Explore the space & sketch, plan, photograph and measure location possibilities. 
:: What shapes/forms are being repeated in WASH?
:: Pay attention to how the space is being used, how can your installation underline 
or make us think about the space in an interesting way?
:: What does it mean to use a classroom studio a s a backdrop for your installation?
:: Make as many notes as possible to prepare for your elevator pitch & install.
:: How do other artists handing installs on stairs or from the ceiling {for example}
:: Store photographs on your DJ + all research/sketches of WASH architecture in VJ.

Play:
:: Object Playdate - without using binding agents, play with fitting your materials 
together and overall arrangement of your multiples.
:: Explore. This will take time
:: Record 5-10 unique arrangements {think about lighting & composition}
:: Document both in sketches {VJ} and photographically {DJ}
:: The more you have FUN with your objects and rearrange them, the better you will 
get to know your object. If you cannot find visual interest in your accumulation of this 
found object, then your viewer will never be able to be impressed!

Plan + Pitch:
:: After completing ALL of your research & harvesting create detailed polished 
sketches explaining HOW and WHERE you will be doing your installation.
:: Have 3-5 location possibilities that are thoughtfully deigned and planned.
:: Consider HOW you will build your modular structure {attachment} 
:: The more thoughtful and detailed your plan is the better your one-on-one elevator 
pitch will go, and the more likely that you will get your first choice in location!

Timeline Reminders:
Object Approval due:___________  Complete Object Harvest due:________.
Elevator Pitch due:_____________ {install assignments will happen shortly after}
Process Critique: _______________.  Final Critique: ___________________.
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